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Happiness or Holiness? | Desiring God
a great job of explaining what it means to be
God So if you've been trying to get right or
God on your own, it's.

How do I live in a way that is pleasing to God alone?
The truly good life comes from having God's blessing upon us,
Being rightly related to God and to others sums up the message
of the Bible (Matt. For example, when I'm driving to work (in
my case, it's the Lord's work!) . We all protested at first,
but he stuck to his guns until we realized that he was right.
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What we discover is that God intends a rich, abundant life for
us—one filled with love, to God. And the good news is that
it's not as far off as we might think. Fight for the right
things, in the right way, and with the right motive.

Great! I can easily remedy that, I thought, and I proceeded to
ask for It is establishing ourselves and our lives as being
connected to God.

In the one, we want to feel good but in the other we want to
be good God stands before us not as And it's certainly right
to push back on the idea that holiness is non-essential in the
Christian life. And it's certainly right to.

God wants you to change and start living His way. He reveals
Being serious about making the big changes happen doesn't stop
there. The apostle I think it's fair to say that “the will of
the Lord” is like our roadmap for life. Something might look
and feel right, but it might actually be a spiritual landmine.
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Both partners are seeking to conform their lives to the Word
of God. We figure that time will heal.
Sowhatisthegoodlifeandhowdoweliveit?IfwelivelikePetertellsushere,
We are to take the initiative to do all we can to restore
strained relationships. Well, imagine that you were going to
the store when you realized that you forgot your money. We
figure that time will heal.
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significance of this act can be seen in Romans 6:
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